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PCR Homework 29

Lesson 29 Exercises                             Name ______________

  I. Write the following phrases in Hanzi:

     to depart                  to leave (somebody, somewhere)

     be willing to              to appreciate

     to make progress           studious (hard-working)

     to take a photo            to prepare

     to board                   to be at ease

     to take care of yourself
     (pay attention to your health)

     be sad                     to pick up (somebody)

     summer and fall            to take off

     have a good trip

 II. Learn the following words and expressions. Find out the meaning and
     pronunciation using dictionary or asking instructors or any Chinese
     speakers:
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III. Put the following sentences into Chinese using 

  1. Today's newspaer will come soon.

  2. The movie will start soon.

  3. The train will leave in a minute.

  4. I must go (leave z#ule).

  5. They will come soon.

  6. The plane will take off soon.

  7. The football match will begin soon.

  8. The winter will be here soon.

 IV. Answer the questions in Hanzi based on the information given below:

        You are leaving for China to study Chinese in Fall. You will leave on August 26 and you will
take CA flight #986 from Los Angeles (Lu$sh1nj9 ) to Beijing. The flight is scheduled to
take off at 3:00pm and arrive in Beijing at 10:30pm (August 27).
        You have a lot of luggage: two suitecases, a bag... This is your first time to go abroad and your
parents are not at ease and unwilling to leave you. They are in good health and they will see you off
at the airport. Your friend in China will meet you at the airport in Beijing.
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  V. Reading compehension: Read the text on page 349 (PCR) and answer the
     questions in Chinese:

 VI. Mini dialogs to remember:
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